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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF UNION PARISH
PART I
Union Parish, with an area of 579,840 acres, is located in
the North-central part of the State of Louisiana, about equal
distance from the east and west boundaries of the state.

The

northern boundary is the Arkansan-Louisiana State line.
In 1839, Union Parish was created out of the northern part
of Ouachita Parish and Farmerville, was made the Parish Seat.
The pioneers of Union Parish were mostly Baptist and Wesleyan
Methodist.

Old records indicate that they held services out of

doors, in homes, at the courthouse and in lodge halls.
In 1870, J.M. Rabun founded the

11

Union Record 11 , the first

newspaper in the parish.
Union Parish can make a number of unique claims.

One of these

was the furnishing of the romance that led to writing of the popular
old song,

11

1n The Glooming."

It was at Marion, that the tragic

romance occured that caused Anna Portesque Harrison to write the
beloved Melody.

Elias George, one of the foremost Baptist preachers,

built the first large house in Marion in which Anna, who had come
from New Orleans as the music instructor for the children of
Reverend George, wrote urn The Glooming. 11
today.

This house still stands
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Union Parish is the birthplace of four governors for two
states.

William Wright Heard, Governor of Louisiana, 1900-04; and

Ruffin G. Pleasant, Governor of Louisiana, 1916-20.

Both were

born near Shiloh and at tended school in Farmer ville.

George W.

Donaghey, Governor of Arkansas, 1908-12, was born near Oakland,
and Tom J. Terral, Governor of Arkansas, 1924-26, was born at
Holmesville.
Another unique fact in Union Parish history is that the first
telephone line in the entire South was constructed by Colonel
Daniel Stein from his store at Stein's Bluff to Farmerville.
The incorporated towns of Union Parish and dat es of incorporation are as follows:
Farmerville ••

....

• Narch 15, 1842

...

....

• April 18, 1899

Bernice.
Marion

• • • • • • • • • • • January 13, 1909

Junction City • • • • • • • • Harch 24, 1913
Spearsville • • • • • •

• June 16, 1960

Union Parish, largely rural, experienced a net loss of 7. 9
percent in population during the decade 1950-60.

This loss occurred

in the rural areas with 3 of the 4 then incorporat ed towns
experiencing a gain .

The 17,624 people who live in t he 906 square
1
miles of Union Parish average 19.5 persons per square mile.

1 United States Census of Population (1960).
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Of the 579,840 acres in Union Parish, some 140,220 are in 1230
farms averaging ll4 acres per farm.

Until 1950, Union Parish

Agricultural Economy was principally cotton.

During the decade

1950-60 this changed rapidly to a truck crop, livestock, and
forestry economy.
With the economy changing in Union Parish, education has always
been and still is important.
10 elementary schools

:i.J1

Currently there are 8 high schools and

Union Parish.

The median school level in Union Parish is 8.8 years and 32.9
percent of the population has completed high school.

Approximately

45 percent of the none-w'nite school graduates have entered colleges
in the last two years.
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

This study is being conducted for the purpose of finding out
how Agricultural products are marketed in Union Parish with an overall objective of:

(1) Improving the producers net income through

economical marketing of Agricultural products.

(2) Understanding

.attitudes of producers with respect to their marketing operations.
It is anticipated that this study will present the problems
facing the Agrirultural producers in their efforts to market the
products produced.

Another aspect of the study will deal with the

possible solutions which may be incorporated in order to improve
marketing of Agricultural products.
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

In studying the term marketing, we find many different
definitions, but for this study, marketing is the performance of
all business activities involved in the flow of goods and services
from the point of initial agricultural production to the hands of
the ultimate consumer. 2
The conswner - is that individual or group of people who use
the product in its finished form.

Consumer and consumption are

closely related terms in marketing.

The steps needed in the

preparation of goods for the consumer may be few and, on the other
hand, they may be many and expensive.

2

These steps can be expensive

Kohls, Richard L. Marketing of Agricultural Products,
(New York: The Macmillan Company 1%1) P• 6.
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to the producers as well as inexpensive depending upon the product
being marketed.
INCOME_ The farmer's net income is one of the important aspects of
the farming business, and all information, skills and iJnproved
practices are intended to increase the amount of net money the farmer
receives.

·
• (a) Gross income, the total
Income has th ree meanings,

amount of money received, (b) net income, the amount of money left
after all expenses have been paid, and (c) labor income, the value
of self labor plus net income.
PERISHABILITY - Is very commonly used in the marketing of farm
products.

There is a wide variation between products and the same

product under different physical conditions,
such as temperature and
,: ·
moisture.

The length of time which a product will remain usuable in

its present state will be determined by the product itself and
physical conditions.
INCOME: DEMAND - The various quantities of goods and services 'Which
consumers will purchase at various levels of income.
SUPPLY - Is the schedule of amounts of goods or services that will
be offered for sale at different prices, at a given time and place.
PRICE DISCRIMINATION - A producer or firm is charging or paying two
or more prices for the same product at the same time.
market prices for the same products)

(Different
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PRICE DEMAND - The various quantities of goods or services which
consumers will buy at a given market at a given time and place.
ROAD SIDE MARKET - Places of business located by the side of the
road, with a primary objective of selling locally-grown farm products.
LOCAL MIDDLEMEN - These men specialize in carrying out the transfer
of title between producers and conswners.

Their chief functions are

to buy and sell or assist in transfering title between sellers and
buyers.

In their buying and selling operations they may or may not,

take title to the goods.

They are, indeed, commonly classified on

the basis of their relation to the transfer of title.
MARKET PRICE - Is the price at the farm plus what it costs to get
the product to the market.
FARM PRICE - Is the price at the market minus the cost of getting the
product to the market.
INFLEXABILITY OF MARKETING - Means the market doesn't change too
much.

The middleman must have fixed prices and when prices change,

he often remains with the same prices.
WHOLESALING - The marketing of goods in relatively large quantities.
He buys from producers, then sells to jobbers and retailers.

7

SCOPE OF THE STUDY
This study is limited to th~ study of marketing practices of
two hundred thirty seven Negro farmers located in Union Parish,
Louisiana who are engaged in general farming with sixty farmers
replying to questions asked in the survey.

MARKETING AGENCIES
PART II

With our modes of transportation today be:ing one of the best
:in the world, we f:ind Agriculture Market:ing agencies for most of
our agricultural products are in closer contact with the producer
and conswner to perform the job of marketing. Market:ing agencies
may be found near the producer or near the consumer or it may not
be near either of the two.
two:

The job performed by these agencies are

(1) The operation relating to change of ownership of goods

and, (2) those related to the physical handling of the product itself.
Several classes of markets may be distinguished in the domestic
market:ing of farm products.

There are three types of markets:

Local, (2) wholesale, and, (3) retail.

(1)

The functions performed in

these markets are very similar in some respects, but there are
reasons for each.
Local markets are found close to all areas of productions in
which local buyers are found ready to deal with the producer.
These markets' chief services are to provide a convenient place at
which the grower can sell his products from the surrounding areas
in sufficient quantities for economical shipment.

In order to

perform these services, local markets provide such facilities as,
place for storage, loading and scales.
8
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Kohls reports that the agriculture marketing process is
divided into three major areas; (1) Concentration - the storage
of goods or supplies in one central place, (2) equalization keeping products with consumer at the rate they are being used,
(3) dispersion - the breaking down of large units of goods and

shipping to the various consumers.
With concentration of farm products being the first step in
the marketing process, this operation is necessary because it would
be rather inconvenient as well as e:xpensive for most central market
buyers to establish direct business relationships with the many
small-lot producers of the farm products they would like to purchase.
The average farmer has found it to be too e:xpensive and inconvenient
to establish business connection with central markets.

If the

producer established connections with a central market, in most
cases, his volume produced for shipping would be too small to
justify expenses for shipping to central market.
Direct Sale to Consumer - Direct sale to the consumer is one of the
widely used methods of marketing fruits and vegetables products in
Union Parish as indicated on surveys by sixty producers reporting.
The survey pointed out that 71 percent of the farmers using this
method received higher prices for their products by eliminating the
middleman.

This type of sale is good and very economical to the

producers providing that they have the following:
available required to call on consumers;

(1) time

(2) expense of transportation

10

to consumers; (3) knowledge of packing and processing each commodity;

(4) afford time lost from production activities on his farm.
Road Side Markets - Road side markets are places of business located
by the side of the road, with a primary objective of selling locally
grown farm products.
From sixty farmers reporting by surveys, it was found that only
three use this method of marketing farm products in Union Parish.
Road side markets operated are owned by the producer himself with
limited facilities.

Products marketed include the following:

Vegetables, watermelons, peaches, cantelopes, and tomatoes.

The

number of such markets being operated in Union Parish is too small
along with such short period of operating to be considered as a
major factor in our over all parish marketing practices.
Public Market - Public markets may be a market place with nothing
more than a reserve space on a town or city street, or a reserve vacant
lot for marketing organizations.

Markets of this type are rarely

operated in Union Parish and when they are the number is less than
five that may only operate for about thirty days per year.
Contract ¥.iarkets - From surveys of sixty farmers in Union Parish,
farmers are producing the following agricultural products under
contracts:

Poultry, watermelons, and cucumbers.

The contracts

vary in length of time from three month periods to a 10 year period.
Most of the contracts are of the self-renewing kind with annual

11

withdrawal privileges.

The watermelon and cucumber contracts do

not become effective until a certain volume of the crop or a certain
nwnber of producers have signed the contracts.
A contract may be defined in legalistic terms, but for our local
parish organizations, it is described as a written statement of the
rights and duties of the producers and of the association relating
to the marketing of the products of the producers through the
association or direct to the local middleman.
The terms of the contracts are specific and clearly stated.

The

producers nor the _association does not take one another for granted.
The terms, "marketing agreementu and "marketing contracts 11 or
"membership contracts 11 are synonymous.

All contracts have, (1) an

economic and (2) a legal significance.

By having contracts on

poultry, watermelons, and cucumbers, the buyers of the contract
·market know, (1) how to plan future operations, sales, commitments,
and merchandising programs, (2) assist the buying agencies in
financing operations, (3) the prestige of the crop produced is
enhanced by the use of a contract.
Contract farming in Union Parish have helped the produced by,
(1) assuring the producer in advance a sufficient volume of bus·i ness,
(2) furnish a basis for credit to the growers where there is limited
capital, (3) a basis for producing certain quality products, (4)
prevent additional supply from changing prices of products being
produced.

12

Local Middlemen - The middleman plays a very active part between
the producer and the consumer.

In many instances, producers and

consumers in Union Parish try to a-roid the services of middlemen
by selling direct to the consumers in four near by towns in the
parish and three cities located outside the parish on an average
of 37 miles from Union Parish county seat.

Products marketed by

this method are fruits, vegetables and poultry produced on a small
scale.

In the Parish, we have the following middlemen operating:
(1) Merchant middlemen, who buy goods outright and thus take title,
(2) Agent middlemen, 'Who assist in bringing about transfer of title,
but do not take title.

Both middlemen are primarily concerned

about bringing about a convenient exchange of ownership.

The

exchange of ownership through the middlemen in Union Parish is used
in marketing the following agricultural products; timber, livestock,
cucumbers, watermelons, cotton, swine and poultry.

One hundred

percent of the sixty farmers surveyed produced these products in
such small volume to sell that the middlemen must be used for
assembling these small lots of products, assorting these small lots
into uniform lots of quantities and types manufactures and consumers
require on today's market.

13

MIDDLEMEN BUYING UNION PARISH PRODUCTS
OPERATING INSIDE THE PARISH AREA
TABLE 1
Direction from
County Seat

Distance in
miles from
County Seat

Highway

2

Northwest

16

167

1

North

3

15

1

South

2

9

Pulpwood Yard
(Paper)

1

North

21

15

• Pulpwood Yard
(Paper)

1

West

15

33

Pulpwood Yard
(Paper)

Number

Types of Produce
sold and expected
finished product
Logs (Lumber)
Logs (Paper chip
Mill)

1

Located in
County Seat

Cucumber Shed
(Pickles)

1

Located in
County Seat

Watermelons
(Placed in
Chain stores
in La.)

3

Livestock
(House to
house cow
buyers)
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LOCAL MIDDLEMEN BUYING UNION PARISH PRODUCTS THAT
OPERATE F.OOM OUTSIDE OF THE PARISH
TABLE 2

Number

Direction from
County Seat

Distance in
miles from
County Seat

Highway

Type of
produce sold
and expected
finished product

1

East

33

1

Southeast

31

1

Southeast

30

15

Livestock
(Meat)

1

East

33

165

Livestock
(Meat)

165

Pulpwood
(Paper)
Pulpwood
(Paper)
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Wholesale Markets - In the process of concentration, the products
of individual farmers are assembled in large quantities before they
are finally dispersed to manufacturers, retailers and consumers.
This type of marketing plays a major role in the Union Parish marketing process.

Local farmers producing watermelons, cucumbers, and

timber market the largest bulk of their products by passing through
the wholesale trade.

It is physically impossible for the average

grower to haul his products to the consumer markets and partically
impossible for him to establish satisfactory business connections
for economical sale on the open market.

Therefore, not only must

his goods be shipped by some general transportation agency, but he
generally finds it easier to turn the whole operation including the
sale, over to the marketing specialist.3
Two of the major crops marketed locally, through the wholesale
market are watermelons and cucumbers.

These products are not highly

perishable, but they do require storing by independent agencies who
have the proper facilities together with the requisite financial
resources, who are in close and constant touch with the market, and
who are located where deliveries can be made quickly and economically.
There are three classes of wholesale markets, (1) Central wholesale market, which assembles goods from the county agencies and
producers.

From these markets, the products go toward utilization

3Fred E. Clark and L. D. H. Welds. Marketing Agricultural
Products (New York: The McMillian Company). P• 73.
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by manufactures or consumers.

(2) Secondary wholesale markets

secure from central wholesale markets in order to supply manufactures,
and (3) the Jobber who obtains products from central and local markets
and supplies retailers.

TYPES OF :V.t.ARKETING AGENCIES USED BY
60 FARMERS SURVEYED IN UNION PARISH

TABLE 3

Agencies

Percent of Farmers

No. Farmers

Wholesale

45

75

Retail

41

68

House to House

35

58

3

5

Roadside

Source of information - Survey of 60 farmers of Union Parish, 1967.

Retailer - The retailing of farm products constitutes the last step
between the producer and the consumer.
Four colillilon forms of retailing can be distinguished:

(1) The

retail store, (2) Mail-order selling, (3) House to house selling,

(4) Automatic vending. The retail store assembles various kinds of
goods for sale to the ultimate consumer.

In mail-order selling,

17

orders are received through the mail, delivered by mail, parcel
post, express and freight.

House to house selling is distinguished

by the fact that representatives of the seller canvass potential
buyers at their homes or by telephone.

In automatic vending, goods

stocked in a vending machine are released to the purchaser on deposit
of the exact change.
The position of retailing in the market system is important and
strategic.
ing.

In Union Parish, retailers play a major role in market-

They are specialist in buying for the consumer, on the other

hand, he serves as a purchasing and supply agent.

With individual

transactions usually rather small, it is normally too expensive and
too troublesome for the producer to market his goods to the consumer,
or for the consumer to buy from the producer.
Retailers buy a large percentage of their vegetables, eggs and
potatoes from local producers.

These products must be sorted and

graded if this is not done by the producer.
The producers try to increase their share of the consumer dollar
by:

(1) knowing what to produce and how to prepare it for market or

sale, (2) knowing when and where to buy or sell, (3) knowing how much
of the marketing job should be done by him, (4) knowing which of many
different market arrangements are desirable, (5) knowing how to make
changes in order to correct undersirable practices in marketing.
All agricultural products carry a risk from the ownership of
goods and the necissity of selling them at a profit must be bourne
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by the retailer.

If he does not have the product, his trade calls

for, he is in danger of losing his patronage and of having unsalable
stock left on hand.
The retailer must always remember that demand will always
determine the amount of supply he will be ready to move at any given
period.

Regardless of income, the society in which we live today

is interested in the most efficient retailing possible that provides
the goods and services wanted in the manner desired.

~IARKETING FUNCTIONS
PART III
The over-all operations carried on by marketing agencies or
institutions, which are necessary for the movement of goods from
producers to consumers, are known as marketing functions.
functions are grouped into two categories:
physical handling.

These

(1) monetary and, (2)

The monetary functions include; (a) buying and

selling; (b) risking, and; (c) financing.

The physical handling

functions include, (a) storage, (b) transporation, and, (c)
standardization.4
It is the farmer's responsibility to understand farm prices as
compared to market price.

Market price is the price at the farm

plus 'What it takes to get to the market.

Farm price is the price

at the market minus the cost it takes to get to the market.

Some-

times it may be to the farmer's advantage to receive farm prices
rather than market prices, if he evaluates all steps in his market
functions and finds farm prices to be more economical.
The producer as well as the buyer must always agree on quality,
place, time and price of a given commodity.

The producer can always

be sure that he will be the first and last one to be hurt by the
change in price.

The middleman usually is the last one to make

4

Bowring, James R., H. M. Southworth, F. V. Waugh, Marketing
Policies for Agriculture: (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1960;
Prentice-Hall, Inc.). p. 17.
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changes especially if the prices are pretty well fixed prices.
The marketing agency, whether it is a large wholesaling
corporation selling to a number of jobbers and retailers, or a small
neighborhood grocery store, has the job of finding products that are
wanted by its customers at prices they can afford to pay.

In order

to supply effectively the wants of a market, a marketing firm needs
to check constantly on the preferences of it's customers and base
his supply upon the market area income demand.

It is also a

marketing firm's responsibility to avoid as much risk as possible
in storage of agricultural products by determining what products
carry an elastic or inelastic demand.

The market firm as well as

the producer should understand how such things as population, season,
taste, and income cause demand to change along with a sharp movement
up or down on the demand curve.
The producers of most agricultural products enter into perfect
or pure competition, where there are so many sellers of a particular
commodity that no one can individually affect the price.

The

producer may reduce his risk in pure competition by diversification
in order that he will have several products to market at different
periods of the year with no one contributing more than fifty percent
of the farm total income.
The firm buying agricultural products takes risk by expecting
to make a profit and not a loss.

The risk that must be bourne are

price fluctuation, quality deterioration, style, place, and other
risks.

Local stores incur a risk when they buy products from the
local farmers for later sale at a profit in the retail market.

The

retailer runs a similar risk in buying from the jobber or manufacturer,
expecting to sell at a profit to the consumer.

Finally, the producer

as well as the marketing firms must realize that the consumer is a
complex individual with variable and unpredictable likes and dislikes,
whose demends are easily influenced through education, changing
environment, style, fashions, seasons, and the efforts of vendors to
create demands, and whose pruchasing power is altered through changes
in states, local prosperity, depression, pancis, and crises.
Most market firms handling agricultural products, use price
discrimination when it pays or charges two or more prices for the
same commodity at the same time.

The differences in the prices of

most products a market firm pays are greater than the cost of
production.

As a producer, one should use marginal cost in deter-

mining price discrimination to see who is observing fixed cos~. 5
One hundred percent of the agricultural products produced in
Union Parish have a local market.

The demand for agricultural

products change because of numerous factors that lead to limited
control over production.

5Abbott, Lawrence, Economics and the Modern World (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1960),p. 469.
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With limited control over production of agricultural products,
far.ming is always classified as a risk.

The following table points

out sources of financing agencies taking such risks in Union Parish.

METHODS OF FINANCING FARMING OPERATION BY
FARMERS IN UNION PARISH

TABLE 4

Amount Borrowed (in Dollars)

Name of Institution
1-100

Total

100-500

501-1500

1501-2000

10

3

1

14

2

12

4

2

20

20

3

Local Merchants

4

4

Farmer Himself

30

14

Total

56

43

Local Bank
Credit Association
Feed Store

23
10

2

44
9

3

111

Source of information - Survey of sixty farmers of Union Parish,
June, 1967.
Modern marketing requires vast resources in machines, materials,
land and men, and vast quantities of goods must be held in storage
for future use.

To meet these demands of our economic system, the

control of funds is necessary, and the means by which these funds
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are supplied is called 11financing 11 •
Transportation - is considered as the movement of commodities to the
places at which they are to be used by consumers and the holding of
goods from the time of production to the time of use constitutes the
function of physical supply.
Union Parish agricultural products are moved to market in the
following manner:

Horticultural products, poultry, livestock are

all hauled to market by truck owned by the farmer, the buyer, or a
hired trucker.

Beyond this market, perhaps, most of the shipments

to major terminal markets are by trucks.

There are no railroad

cars used in moving local grown agricultural products in the parish.
Timber products require more transportation from the producer
to the manufactures than all agricultural products produced in Union
Parish combined.

Union Parish is the leading Parish in Louisiana

as well as the leading Parish of all the southern states in the
production of pulpwood for the year of 1966.

The parish produced

214,000 of pulpwood, valued at $3,210.00 and 67,546,000 thousand
board feet of saw logs valued at $4,052.76. 6
'Ilhe transportation operation dealing with forestry production
in Union Parish envolve small trucks owned by private individuals
that haul wood fr~m the producers to one of the five wood yard
terminals.

Wood haulers or truck operators are for the most part,

6Johnson, Roy B., l1arket News Supervisor: United States
Department of Agriculture.
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individuals with limited capital and considered as poor risks for
most money lending agencies, causing them not to remain in the
business very long.
After the wood reaches the terminal wood yard, trucks owned
by terminal operators, that are large enough to carry five times as
much as the private individual trucks hauling to the terminal, then
carry the wood on to the manufacturer located about thirty five miles
away from the local parish seat.
During the month of May, 1967 a local Chip Mill begin operating
in the parish about three miles away from the parish seat.

Logs are

moved to the mill from the producer by truck that haul them up to
fifty feet in length.

All logs are cut into chips at the local

mill and the chips are then hauled by truck to the paper manufacturer
in Monroe, Louisiana, some thirty miles from the parish seat.
Timber is the only agricultural product produced in Union
Parish where as the buyer apparently recognized there is economic
significance of hauling cost.
All other agricultural products are marketed on an average of
twenty miles away from the producer with the net price per unit
decreased as the distance from the buyer increased, since the price
remains the same, regardless of the distance the products have to
be hauled to market.
Again, out of the total movement of all agricultural products
in Union Parish, all are hauled by way of the highway.

COMMODITIES FOR MARKETING
PART IV
The marketing of farm products started early in the seventeenth
century with tobacco being the first surplus crop.

After the Civil

War agricultural land used for far.ming jumped from about '294
.million acres in 1850 to 536 .million acres in 1880.

In 1966, cash receipts from agricultural products in Union
Parish was $14,410,609.

Farm products marketed are listed under

these groups; truck crops, general crops, pastures, livestock, and
forestry.
The marketing of cotton is done through the farmer and buyer
at the cotton gin.

There are no cotton gins located Union Parish,

although five gins are operating within a radius of twenty five miles
from Farmerville which is near the center of the parish.

ApproriJna.tely

one third of the cotton marketed is by Negroes.

TRENDS IN COTTON PRODUCTION IN UNION PARISH

TABLE 5

Item

1950

1955

1960

1964

1966

Acreage

12, 400

6, 690

3,700

2,840

1,416

Yield per
acre (Lint)

130 lbs•

363 lbs. 333 lbs.

Source of Information - Union Parish
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A.s.c.

280 lbs

350 lbs.

Office Records.

Corn - One of the great changes in Union Parish agriculture has
been the rapid decrease in acres planted to corn, and the number
of farmers planting corn.

The average production per acre accord-

ing to USDA-CRS, is 26 bushels.

By actual measurement of corn

variety and fertilization demonstrations, yields as high as 131
bushels per acre have been harvested in the parish.
Union Parish farmers grew corn prior to the 40's to provide
feed for workstock.

The transition to mechanization during the

decade of the 40's and early 50's has eliminated almost 100 percent of the workstock.
During the past two years the USDA Feed Grain Program has
reduced the corn acreage to slightly more than 1000 acres on some
100 farms.

CHANGES IN CORl'J ACREAGE IN UNION PARISH

TABLE 6

Year

Acreage Harvested

1950

16,600

1955

9,900

1960

3,400

1964

1,100 ,

1966

975

Source of information - Union Parish Crop Reports, 1950-1967.
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- Peas are gaining acreage in Union Parish as well as

importance as a cash crop.

Some 1,200 acres of peas have been

planted this year for market and home consumption.

Producers sell

their peas to local chain stores by contact methods, house to house
methods and on a small scale to wholesale food companies.
Potatoes - Sweet potatoes are produced by one hundred percent of
the sixty farmers surveyed in the parish.

Fifty produced potatoes

for home consumption only and ten produced sweet potatoes for home
use and market.

Most of the potatoes produced for market are sold

to food stores, house to house and local schools.

Many

farmers try

to plant early in order to take advantages of high prices received
on the open market.

Some store their potatoes and sell on the

late fall market and expect high prices due to smaller supply of
potatoes on the market.
Cucumbers - This is one of our new crops in the parish that have
gained tremendous interest.

Some eighty four families are producing

around one hundred and fifty acres of cucumbers for market under a
written contract with a local pickle company.

Cucumbers are

harvested for market at least three times per week and sold direct
to the pickle company that has receiving sheds located in the
Parish seat at Farmerville, Louisiana and another one located
North-west of Farmerville about thirty miles in Junction City,
Arkansas.

From data gathered at the two stations, prices for
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cucumbers marketed during the month of June, 1967 have averaged
$4.10 per hundred.

The 1966 figures showed that growers averaged

$3.90 per hundred with producers netting on an average of $179.00
per acre.
Watermelons - In 1964 a group of Union Parish farmers organized the
Union Parish Watermelons Growers Association for the purpose of
marketing quality melons.

Some 600 acres are grown and marketed

through the association and some 100 acres are grown and sold
direct to the consumer by marketing from house to house, roadside
stands, or to local chain stores in near by towns and cities.
Receipts from total sales of all watennelons sold in Union Parish
in 1966 was $84,000.

The demand for high quality watermelons

grown in this section of the state is steadily increasing according
to Dave Pearce, Commissioner of Agriculture for the State of
Louisiana.

Available acreage for watermelons may become a limiting

factor as rotation for disease control is practiced by the producers.
Adoption of disease-resistant varieties may give· some help here.
Livestock - A depth study made in 1961 by the Parish Agricultural
Extension Service indicated that the beef cattle business in Union
Parish is almost 100 percent a cow/calf operation.

Approximately,

450 cattlemen have 24 or more brood cows of which 26 have 100 or
more·.
The ratio of white to Negro farmers is slightly more than 4 to
1. The 1961 study showed that 62 percent of the small herd owners
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had 25 brood cows and all of herd owners with 100 or more brood
cows are white.

From the sixty Negro farmers surveyed in June,

1967, one has more than 100 head of brood cows.

Only 5 cattlemen

followed a control breeding program and tried to plan marketing
their calves during certain seasons or times of the year when the
prices have been generally high.
The primary market place for beef cattle is public auction.
About 80 percent are sold by this method, 5 percent to local cow
buyers, and 15 percent for home freezing and local markets,
according to the sixty farmers in the parish reporting by survey,
June, 1967.
Poultry - Poultry production is highly integrated in Union Parish
with two feed dealers handling the placement of the chickens and
marketing of the broilers.

Some 50 families managed the production

of 5,500,000 broilers, in 1966.
There are two hatcheries and one feed mixing plant in the parish
furnishing employment for eighteen families.
Over 95 percent of the eggs in Union Parish are produced by
some 15 commercial egg producers.

JO

CHANGES IN NUMBER OF EGGS
PRODUCED IN UNION PARISH

TABLE 7

Year

Eggs Produced

1954

126,000

1959

435,000

1964

1,000,000

1966

2,750,000

Source of Information - Union Parish Agricultural Economic
Value Reports, 1954, 1959, 1964, 1966.

Timber - According to the 1959 Agriculture Census of Louisiana
Parishes, Union Parish timber area comprises 83 percent of the total
land areas, is currently increasing in growth and quality approximately
three times as fast as it is being cut.
Of the sixty farmers surveyed, 42 had timber to sell for pulpwood
during the past five years, 3 had saw logs, 4 had trees that had been
set out over five years, 11 had no timber at all.

Of this nwnber

surveyed, only three followed a timber improvement program by doing
selective cutting, and stand improvement.

The Union Parish Forest

Rangers continue to maintain the forest fire loss at a very low
percent.

MARKETING POLICIES
PART V
Agricultural marketing policies have been mainly an agricultural
price policy operating at the national level.

This policy appears

to have had stable agricultural incomes at a fair level as its major
goal.

It has .been directed principally at leveling off sharp drops

in price and holding the general agricultural price level at what
was considered a fair or just position.
Before World War I, there was little indication of a marketing
or price policy in our agriculture.

During this time, however,

prices were supported on a few commodities on an extremely small
scale.
Marketing agreements at the national level were first provided
under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. They were organized
with the expectation that through their use marketing could be more
orderly, and that agricultural income would thereby benefit by
production control.

It was felt that the low prices existing were

mainly a result of excessive production.

Other agricultural policies such as, subsides, the food stamp
program, the parity program, and price guarantee have been used to
increase the farmers net return from the conswner dollar.
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A number of goals may be set up which will likely include
such items as; (1) the best possible use of resources, (2) the
clearing of the market in which all supplies offered will be
purchased, (3) income stability to agriculture, and (4) an automatic system requiring a minimum administration decision.
With agriculture products being produced under pure or
perfect competition, it is of great importance to our country, state
and parish that there must be, and continue to be, laws passed by
our government to protect a marketing system that has always changed
with our economic conditions as well as our every day society.

SUW.tARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
PART VI
SUMMARY

The purpose of this study is to provide information concerning
marketing of agricultural products in Union Parish.

The specific

objectives of the study were to provide information with respect
to; (1) improving the producers net income through economical
marketing of agricultural products.

(2) Attitudes of local

producers with respect to their marketing operations.
Much has been written about the role of marketing since 1950,
particularly, in Washington Parish, Louisiana.

However, information

about marketing practices in Union Parish, Louisiana is very limited.
This study pertains specifically to the marketing of agricultural
products in Union Parish.

Data used to accomplish the objectives

of this study were obtained from the 1959 Census of Agriculture,
from a representative sample of the 237 Negro Farmers, living in
Union Parish with 60 being used for this study, 2 major chain food
stores, six private grocery stores, one farmer cooperative.

Six

professional workers in the parish were interviewed to secure the
marketing practices most frequently used in marketing the major
agricultural products produced.
Marketing of agricultural products is of great importance to
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the parish in that of the 17,621+ persons living in the 906 square
miles of the parish, average 19.5 persons per square mile, 5,554
live in the five towns, and 12,070 are rural farm or rural nonfarm people.
Marketing agencies of the parish range from the farm markets
to wholesale and back to retail.

Surveys of the 60 farmers

indicated that marketing was done through use of 5 marketing agencies
with 45 using wholesale, 41 farmers, retail stores, 35 house to house
market and only 3 roadside markets.
Farmers make use of house to house marketing during the seasons
when horticultural crops are ready for market.

Ninety percent of

the housewives contacted stated, as well as local store owners, that
they preferred buying direct from the local producers.

The chain

stores also indicated that they preferred vegetables coming direct
from the local producers, but local producers could not guarantee
a full line of horticultural products that consumers demand.

As a

result of this, chain stores buy from wh.o lesale agencies only allowing local producers to sell produce to them when their supply runs
shorter than expected. All buying agencies including the consumer
indicated the big problems in buying direct from the producer are:
(1) Improper handling of products, (2) producer not dependable,
(3) poor grade or quality products.

Farmers surveyed also pointed out that 47 of the 60 farmers
produced at least one commodity under contract, 53 produced farm
products using oral agreement or speculated on a market being
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available at harvesting time. Where contracts were signed to
produce certain products with a guaranteed price according to grade
or size, farmers took more pride in their work and their incomes
were higher per dollar invested than .those farmers without contracts.
All farmers reported that transportation of farm products to
local markets was made by truck.

Storage of products was found

mostly on the farm with 49 using barns, 54 using home freezing and
15 canning.

All farmers indicated that adequate outside storage

was available but additional home storage was needed by 51 producers.
Policies affecting the marketing of most locally grown
agricultural products had been explained to 59 of the sixty farmers
surveyed.

57 farmers stated that they make use of information or

services from the local Agricultural Extension Service, Farmer's
. Home Administration, Agrirultural Stablization Office, and Soil
Conservation Service.

They also indicated that they knew which of

the above agencies to contact for desired service or information.
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INCOME FROM MAJOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS MARKETED
IN UNION PARISH, 1961 AND 1966
TABLE 8

Item

1961

1966

Crops
Cotton
Corn and Hay
Fruit and Truck
Total

405,000
350,000
200,000

8,000
l,Oll,000
199,000

959,000

1,218,000

950,000
90,000
175,000
2,000,000
500,000
3,000

1,080,000
265,493
100,000
3,025,000
1,125,000
500
10,000

3,718,000

5,605,993

3,ll2,440
2,503,800

4,052,760
3,210.,000

5,616,240

7.,262,760

76,000
123,000
27,000

62,290.02
115,470.53
32,541.00
84,554.00
84.1
acres sold

226,000

294,856.00

$10,515,340

14,410,609

Livestock
Beef
Dairy
Swine
Broilers
Eggs
Sheep
Horses
Total
Forestry Products
Sawlogs
Pulpwood
Total
Government Payments
ACP Cost Shares
Conservation Reserve
Feed Grain
Cotton
Sale of Cotton Allotment
Total
TOTAL AGRICULTURAL INCOME

Source of Information - Union Parish Economic Value
Report, 1961 and 1966.

CONCLUSIONS
There is a growing tendency for farmers to receive less for
their produce in proportion to total amount spent by the consumer.
This growing trend is something beyond the control of the farmer and
is due mainly to the change in the buying habits of the American
Consumer.
One explanation for the situation depicted above is the demand
consumers are making for more highly processed foods, and door to
door service.

Processing costs reduce the amount the farmer gets

for his products.

This situation has arisen from several factors.

One is the increasing costs and difficulty in hiring cooks and
house maids.

Also~ the increase in the number of both husband and

wife contributing to the family income by working away from home
and do not have much time to spend preparing meals.

We must also

consider that there is a constant shift in population from rural
to urban areas.

All of these things contribute to the increasing

demand for food with "built in maid servicesc. 7
Finally, we as American's must realize that the marketing
process is expensive; and these e:x;penses are constantly rising as
consumers demand more highly processed goods.
will steadily decrease.

The farmer's share

The final answer lies in efficiency of

production.

?shepherd, Geoffry s., Marketing Farm Products
State College Press, Ames Iowa, 1955),""I):-478.
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(Thirded; Iowa

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is apparent that the amount received from the sale of farm
commodities by farmers of Union Parish wil.l not increase in
proportion to the amount paid by the ultimate consumer, but will
decrease in the years ahead.

Therefore, if the farmers are to

receive more net profit from the sale of their products, the
following recommendations should be instituted:
1.

Agricultural Extension Department assist
producers of agriculture products in
expanding their market for farm products
through consumer information program and
by helping producers, processors and
handlers develop new products and adopt
new marketing practices found through
research.

2.

Agricultural Extension Department keep
farmers of Union Parish informed
regarding the changes which are occuring
in the market as to demand for their
product, changes in quantity, quality,
form, coefficient of substitutability.

J.

Grading and handling of products should
be improved to secure a higher net return
on products sold.

4. Secure more contracts on crops to be
grown in the parish and request that
marketing firms buying local products
through contracts meet yearly prior to
issuering contracts and discuss market
agreements as to price and firm preferences as to size or grade.

5. Improve the selection of interprises for
the farm, the basis df new markets, and
the one for which the farmer feels he
is going to receive the greatest
comparative advantage.
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